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Abstract. Cloud Computing has created a paradigm shift in software
development. Many developers now use the Cloud as an affordable plat-
form on which to deploy business solutions. One outstanding challenge is
the integration of different Cloud services (or resources), offered by differ-
ent Cloud providers, when building a Cloud-oriented business solution.
Typically each provider has a different means of describing Cloud re-
sources and uses a different application programming interface to acquire
Cloud resources. Developers need to make complex decisions involving
multiple Cloud products, different Cloud implementations, different de-
ployment options, and different programming approaches. In this paper,
we propose a model for discovering Cloud resources in a multi-provider
environment. We study a financial use case scenario and suggest the use
of a provider-agnostic approach which hides the complex implementation
details for mapping the application requirements to Cloud resources.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Cloud Programming Model, Resource
Discovery.

1 Introduction

The emergence of Cloud Computing is creating a paradigm shift in software
development. The International Data Corporation (IDC) published a research
report in 2010 forecasting that the estimated spending on Public Cloud services
will grow from $16.5 billion in 2009 to over $55 billion in 2014 [24]. The first
wave of Public Cloud services was dominated by Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
applications, which contributed to 49% of Public Cloud spending in 2009. How-
ever, forecasts suggest that an increasing share of services will be provided by
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), 16%, and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), 20%,
in 2014. A growing number of developers are using Cloud as the most affordable
platform on which to deploy business solutions [25].

Cloud Computing offers many benefits to businesses. The consumption of
Cloud services is usually on a pay-as-you-use pricing model. This can signifi-
cantly reduce the upfront cost of purchasing software licenses or infrastructure
hardware. It provides great flexibility for businesses to scale resources accord-
ing to demand. In addition to that, the advantages of Cloud Computing includes
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dynamic resource provisioning, efficient multi-tenancy and server utilization
which brings environmental benefits by reducing energy consumption and carbon
emission [18].

There has been a significant growth in the number of Cloud service providers
offering on-demand software services, application, storage and compute resources
in the market. Providers may have different application programming interfaces
to obtain and configure required Cloud services. From the application developer’s
point of view, there is a challenge to assemble Cloud services together, from var-
ious Cloud providers, in order to build a complete Cloud-oriented business solu-
tion. Application developers are not only interested in compute resources, such
as CPU, memory, operating system type but are also interested in integrating
other Cloud services, such as storage, database, messaging and communication
services. When building a Cloud-oriented application, a developer must take
into account requirements such as fault-tolerance, self-healing, self-management
as well as the cost of Cloud services.

There is a need to develop an advanced high-level programming model for
building Cloud-oriented business solutions in a multi-provider environment. The
high-level model should enable cross-Cloud implementations and avoid a low-
level technical restriction to a single Cloud provider. In this paper, we describe
the concept of using a constraints-based model to map an application to a set
of Cloud resources, which are to be used to execute the application, in a multi-
provider environment. It should provide an abstract software layer that excludes
implementation details from the issue of selecting Cloud resources.

1.1 Paper Organisation

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we present a
brief summary of our study on the management of Cloud resources. In section
3, a financial sector use case scenarios is presented. In section 4, we describe
our proposed resource discovery model. In section 5, we present a prototype
demonstrator. In section 6, we study some related work. Section 7 suggests future
work.

2 Cloud Resource Management

There are numerous Cloud management toolkits which manage and control in-
frastructure resources across multiple Cloud provider or virtualisation environ-
ments. These toolkits provide functionality for managing compute resources on
the Cloud. Eucalyptus [6] provides an EC2-compatible programming interface
and one-stop management console to manage hybrid clouds and private clouds
with mixed hypervisor environments (XEN, KVM, vSphere, ESX, ESXi). It sup-
ports features such as storage integration, monitoring and auditing. OpenNebula
[15] provides a standard-based open source cloud computing toolkit for build-
ing private, public or hybrid clouds using an interface which enables dynamic
deployment and reallocation of virtual machines. Haizea [7] is an open source re-
source leasing manager which can be used as a VM scheduler for OpenNebula to
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provide leasing capabilities, such as resource reservation. Nimbus [10] is an open
source toolkit that turns a cluster into an IaaS cloud. The Nimbus cloud client
allows provisioning of compute nodes with a leasing model based on Amazon
EC2 interface.

Most of the resource management toolkits in the market offer useful man-
agement features, however, they do not provide a search capability for Cloud
resources that satisfy application’s requirements. A developer needs to have pre-
existing knowledge of the infrastructure capabilities and pricing structures of-
fered by different providers before using these toolkits to allocate infrastructure
resources. Moreover, most of these toolkits are focused at the infrastructure layer,
i.e. compute resources or virtual machines. There are a small number of toolk-
its for managing applications, such as, Message Queue Service [1,16,4], Storage
Service [12,3] and Database Service [2,5,11].

3 Financial Use Case Scenarios

In [30], an SLA (Service Level Agreement) focused financial services infras-
trucutre framework is described. Two financial business scenarios are described.
One of the financial business use cases requires the application developer to
build a financial application to revalue a customer’s stock or portfolio on a day
to day basis in order to comply with internal market risk controls and national
regulatory requirements. The execution of such application is very complex and
requires computational intensive techniques. It requires high-end compute re-
sources and large storage space. Extra compute power is needed, usually at
short notice, if several large portfolios are to be valued at the same time. It
needs an application platform to host a specific software bundle. It needs access
to market data from a market feed services, such as Bloomberg market data
feed. And one of the regulatory requirements is that data can not be held or
transmitted outside the UK.

The other business use case presented in the paper is the building of a finan-
cial application that integrates different remote services and has the potential
to run on multiple remote compute resources. It requires access to third-party
financial services and compute resources on demand in order to run a financial
market back-test simulation. It needs to pull historical data from different stock
exchanges, such as London and New York. To ensure data quality and integrity,
historical data needs to be verified and audited by a third-party data verifica-
tion service. The verified data is fed into the financial application which runs
on multiple remote compute resources. Large storage space is required to keep
the historical data, verified data and the simulation result for further analysis.
It must guarantee a low response time within a certain time range in the day.
In addition, it has a maximum budget per month for running such application.

3.1 Application Requirement’s Challenges

The financial sector is a challenging domain which requires high data volumes
and rapid data processing with stringent security and confidentially requirements.
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Financial applications depends heavily on process and data intensive computa-
tions. It is highly regulated with national and international regulatory require-
ments. From the business use case scenarios described above, we identify the
following key challenges when implementing a financial application in the Cloud:

– Performance Requirement. In the financial services sector, high availability
of resources is at primary important. To ensure infrastructure resilience,
multiple identical mirror infrastructures must be provisioned. It needs a very
fast automatic mechanism to discover and re-provision resources when failure
is detected.

– Compliance Requirement. Legislation regulation requirements are essential
to the finance sector. A financial application must ensure the data qual-
ity, integrity and confidentiality in order to comply with the national and
international regulations.

4 Using Constraints to Discover Cloud Resources

It is highly desirable to develop a novel programming model adhering to the
service-oriented nature of Cloud Computing, allowing Cloud-oriented applica-
tion to be constructed rapidly. It is proposed that a Cloud programming model
provides a means of reasoning about user requirements or constraints (Fig. 1).
In this paper, we propose a method for mapping an application with an as-
sociated set of constraints to a set of resources, that could be used to sup-
port the application. Examples of constraints include (but not limited to) the
followings:

– Hardware constraints. Does the application have any hardware requirements;
if so, how can we select a Cloud resource that meet the requirements.

– Software constraints. Does the application utilise any software; if so, is the
software offered in a Cloud or must it be pre-installed by the user on an
application platform.

– Storage constraints. Does the application need a storage space to keep data
such as files or raw logs; if so, are these files stored in the Cloud.

– Data constraints.Does the application utilise a database; if so, is the database
in a Cloud.

Fig. 1. Mapping Application Requirements to Cloud Resources
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– Security constraints. Does the application have any security or trust con-
cerns; if so, is this security feature available from any Cloud provider.

– Performance constraints. Does the application need to fulfil a Quality of
Service (QoS) or Service Level Agreement (SLA) requirement; if so, can a
set of Cloud resources be found to meet the QoS or SLA.

– Cost constraints. Does the application have a budget or cost restriction; if
so, can a set of Cloud resources be acquired within this budget.

– Compliance constraints. Does the application need to abide by any regulator
or compliance requirement; if so, can a set of Cloud resources be found to
meet the legal requirement.

Constraints can be simple, such as bandwidth of 1 gigabit, storage resilience
of at least 99.9999%, geographical location (resources must be in the UK), or
business regulatory (must be in a TIA942 compliant datacentre).

As a simple example application consider a server which will host a large
database. The resource must have at least 4 CPU cores, 8GB of RAM and 1TB of
local disk space. A more interesting example would be the provision of a financial
infrastructure. Two identical mirror infrastructures must be provisioned, ideally
widely separated, in order to ensure high resilience and high availability. The
infrastructure being provisioned must:

– enforce financial regulatory requirements that the data must not be held or
transmitted outside the UK;

– enforce performance requirements for a demanding application which re-
quires high availability (99.9999%) of compute power and data storage;

– balance the separation of the mirrored infrastructures against the perfor-
mance need to keep the response time as low as possible (low latency).

The selection of resources must fulfil the regulatory requirements and balance
the functional requirements required for the resources and the non-functional
requirements required for high resilience.

Using a constraints-based model, the above example could be expressed as
follow:

SoftwareConstraint os = new

OperatingSystemConstraint(UBUNTU_10_04)

HardwareConstraint cpu = new CPUCoreConstraint(4)

HardwareConstraint ram = new RAMConstraint(8, GIGABYTES)

StorageConstraint storage = new StorageConstraint(1,

TERABYTES, new StorageResilence(99.9999))

LocationConstraint location = new CountryConstraint(Country.UK)

CompliantConstraint compliant = new

DatacenterConstraint(Compliance.TIA942)

Resource[] resources = FindResourcesByConstraints(os, cpu, ram,

storage, location, compliant)
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It is necessary to have a clear description of Cloud resources in order to map
the constraints to resources. Cloud resources can be described using semantic
web techniques [19,29]. Once the resources are defined, it is possible to translate
the application requirements into constraints, which can be mapped to resource
descriptions.

5 Demonstrator

We have implemented a simple prototype using the proposed constraints-based
resource discovery model. In this prototype, Cloud resources are restricted to
infrastructure compute resources (virtual machines) and storage resources (re-
mote file storage) only. Amazon AWS and internal hardware infrastructures are
used in this prototype to provision the resources. Following the approach of pre-
vious work [23], Cloud resources are described in terms of Resource Template
with different attributes such as hardware specification, operating system type,
storage capacity and datacenter location. Application requirements are trans-
lated into a set of constraints. In our experiment, we apply different hardware
constraints (cpu, memory), software constraints (operating system), storage con-
straints (storage space) and regulatory constraints (geographical location) to
search for viable resources. The performance of the demonstrator depends on
the set of constraints being supplied. For example, searching resources in the
EU region is much faster than searching for resources across all geographical
regions. The experiment results show that the demonstrator can search and pro-
vision a set of Cloud resources that satisfy the application’s requirements, using
the proposed constraints-based model, in a multi-provider environment.

6 Related Works

The RESERVOIR project [28] presents an Open Federated Cloud Computing
architecture that allows service providers to be grouped together so as to create
a seemingly infinite pool of compute resources. The model separates the func-
tional roles of service providers from infrastructures. Service providers need not
necessarily own computational resources but may lease resources from infras-
tructure providers. This provides a clean separation of responsibilities and hides
low level infrastructure details from the service providers. The RESERVOIR pro-
poses a service definition manifest to specify the application configurations–using
a service specification language [22] based on the DMTF’s Open Virtualisation
Format (OVF) standard [14]. The service manifest includes VM details, applica-
tion settings and deployment settings. In contrast to the RESERVOIR approach,
we prefer a high-level constraints model which provides an application-focused
(user-centric) rather than a provider-focused view of resources.

Aneka [31] is a PaaS (Platform as a Service) type of middleware for deploying
Cloud applications. It provides a platform and framework for developing dis-
tributed applications on the Cloud. Aneka is being developed on top of EMCA
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Common Language Infrastructure [17]. It requires the application to be imple-
mented on .NET Framework [8] or Mono [9] only. A Platform Abstraction Layer
is introduced in Aneka to encapsulate all of the platform dependencies on the
hosting platform behind a common interface. An Aneka Container, the basic de-
ployment unit of Aneka Cloud, supports different programming models including
Task, Distributed Thread and MapReduce[20].

Mosaic [21,26,27] project intends to develop an open-source Cloud applica-
tion programming interface and a platform for developing applications in a
multi-Cloud environment. It studies patterns from related architectures (service-
oriented, parallel computing) and proposes a few Cloud Computing patterns such
as Data storage and Multi-tenancy pattern. It proposes a resource negotiation
solution based on software agents and semantic data processing. It presents a
few functionalities that should be exposed by the Mosaic’s API at the Storage,
Communication, Monitoring and Provisioning level. It aims to provide a generic
Cloud API by extending the OGF OCCI [13] proposal. It proposes an application
model in terms of Cloud Building Block which can be a Cloud Resource under
the Cloud provider control or a Cloud Component controlled by the application
user. Mosaic is still under development. The first version of API will be made
available in autumn 2011 and the full platform in another two years.

7 Conclusion and Future Works

Cloud application developers currently need to deal with a complex choice among
multiple Cloud products, different Cloud implementations, different deployment
options, and different programming approaches. Our proposed model is inten-
tionally simple and attempts to reflect an ideal for the application user who
wishes to specify services or resources without knowing the internal behaviour
of the underlying provider - insulating the user from the different provider ap-
proaches and frequent changes in the underlying APIs. This approach means
that the application can take a dynamic, commodity approach to service usage.
A Cloud-oriented application can be deployed and scaled according to applica-
tion and system constraints, stay within a strict budget and be portable between
all available Cloud providers.

Most of the concepts described in this paper and the prototype demonstrator
are still in preliminary stage. This research will serve as a base for future studies
of a standard programming model for developing applications in the Cloud. We
aim to develop a provider-agnostic mechanism in searching for Cloud resources in
amulti-provider environment. The ability tomap an application’s requirements to
a set of Cloud resources, based on a constraints-basedmodel, can narrow the viable
choices and allow automatic discovery of resources during application runtime.
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